
FOOTBALL STICKERS, 
world's largest collection by far
Gianni Bellini  Modena, Italy 

Half of the stickers come from Panini, the Italian publishing company. The other 
half come from a variety of producers. 

“The stickers are not only about football," Gianni says. "They also show the way of 
life, the culture — how it changes. As for the footballers, you see things like 
hairstyles changing. And as technology improves, portrayals of their uniforms 
become more detailed and accurate."

Gianni began collecting football stickers (soccer in America) in 1973 when he was 
just ten years old. He now has 4,017 albums, approximately 2,500,000 stickers. 

"I also have a little dream — actually, it's a big dream — to create the first and only 
museum in the world of football players. It would be a pity if this 'heritage' is not 
put on display."

"What I like most is the research and the hunt. Every time a new pack of stickers 
arrives, I have the same trepidation I had when I was ten years old. It's a fantastic 
feeling to hold an album you've been looking for. It's a continuous hunt for a 
treasure that I will never completely find. New material arrives every year. I must 
always stay up to date."

Unlike wives of some men with passions like Gianni's — usually referred to as long-
suffering wives — Gianni's wife Giovanna is happy to support him. "I know where 
he is — I can keep an eye on him," she says. "He doesn't go to the bar to play.”

Gianni hopes one day his nephew will share his passion and carry it forward. "But 
he'll first have to get into it, get serious and show he deserves it."
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World Book Day (UK)
Frozen Dead Guy Days, 
Nederland, Colorado

National Meatball 
Day (USA)

Isle of Man Int'l 
Darts Festival

Mobile Phone Throwing 
World Championships
—Savolinna, Finland

Ear Muffs patented in 1877
Daylight saving time starts 
in USA and Canada

Check Your Batteries Day 
in USA and Canada

Fill Your Staplers Day 
in USA and Canada

European Tree of the 
Year Awards Ceremony
—Brussels

World Water Day
Marmalade Festival
—Dalemain, Cumbria

Motherʼs Day (UK)

Daylight saving time 
starts in Europe

Fill Your Staplers 
Day in Europe
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HUMOROUS ROAD SIGNS
Madeline Adkins  Salt Lake City

Madeline is the Concertmaster of the Utah Symphony. She has performed as 
Guest Concertmaster and Violin Soloist on five continents including the Hong Kong 
Philharmonic, the KZN Philharmonic (South Africa), and the Pittsburgh Symphony. 
She's recorded albums, but really all of this is a cover for her sign-collecting habit.

Madeline Adkins plays the violin by night, but during the day you'll find her 
collecting images of odd road signs that she finds during her travels. A particular 
area of interest is "Strange Animal Crossing" signs. But never one to limit herself, 
she also is just as likely to bore you with her collection of "Danger" signs. 

It all started when she and her sister saw a road sign on an overgrown pothole-
ridden dirt road in Ireland that said "Speed Limit 80 KPH". This led to Madeline's 
habit of sharing with her sister every "humorous" road sign she's encountered for 
the last 15 years and things show no sign of slowing down.

Death Valley CaliforniaCarts allowed on road in Madagascar

South Africa
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Easter Monday 
(bank holiday UK)

Egg Salad Sandwich Day
—recycling Easter eggs

Nat'l PB&J Day (USA)

Nat'l Ferret Day (USA)

Good Friday 
(bank holiday UK)

Rubber Eraser Day

World Book Day (USA)

U
ta

h

National Unicorn Day

Nat'l Eight Track Tape Day National Scrabble Day

Nat'l Library Week (USA)
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CYCLING JERSEYS
Ton Merckx  Eindhoven, Netherlands

"I wrote a letter to Jan asking how I could get one. Jan responded saying I can 
come to his place and pick one up. When I got there, Jan gave me not only the one 
I'd ask for but four others as well, Although I didn't realize it at the time, that was 
the start of my collection. Before I knew it, I had 30. The collection was underway."

“I'm sometimes asked when my collection will be finished. As I intend to collect the 
rest of my life, my answer is the collection will be finished when I'm finished."

In the past, Ton wrote around 150 letters to cyclists to obtain jerseys. He received 
an average of 70 replies, around 40 were positive. More recently, he finds jerseys 
by using Facebook and internet searches.

Ton gets in touch with riders and teams to get jerseys starting in October after the 
racing season is over. "I don't get them at races. I never ask a racer at a race if I 
can have their shirt. You wouldn't go to a building site and ask a construction 
worker for his shirt, would you?"

Ton is a cycling fanatic. He cycles 100 to 150 km on Saturdays and Sundays. His 
father too was a keen cyclist, a pro for five years, continued biking into his 80s. 
Ton wanted to turn pro but didn't because he suffers epileptic attacks. He said, 
“An attack while racing is not only dangerous for me, the other racers are at risk 
also." 

From his love of cycling, he's found a second hobby: collecting jerseys worn by 
cycling pros. He's built up one of the world's largest collections of them.

When watching a race in 1983, Ton noticed the jersey worn by Jan Aling, a pro in 
the race. "It was advertising a local fruit and veg merchant. It was beautiful. I 
decided I would like to have one like it." 
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Early May 
Bank Holiday (UK)

World Turtle Day

Nat'l Train Day (USA)

Nat'l Windmill Day 
(Holland)

Nat'l Miniature Golf Day 
(UK)

Nat'l Receptionists Day 
(USA)

Watercress Festival—
Arlesford, Hampshire
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Motherʼs Day (USA)



CARHENGE Alliance, Nebraska
Jim Reinders (1927 - 2021)  
Jim took a seed he found on Wiltshire's Salisbury Plain and planted it on his 
father's farm, his boyhood home, on plains of Western Nebraska near the town of 
Alliance. It grew into Carhenge. 

The idea for this germinated in Jim's mind when he was living in London and would 
show visitors around England. When at Stonehenge, the similarities of the terrain 
in Wiltshire and Western Nebraska got him thinking. "I became intrigued with the 
idea of doing something like that in Nebraska," Jim said. "Instead of large, heavy, 
and awkward stones, it could be done with cars. Cars are lighter and have wheels." 

Jim prepared a map for 39 cars to be placed in the same positions and aligned 
with the sun same as the 39 stones at Stonehenge are arranged. He had to-do 
lists for everyone. By working practically around the clock, they finished on time 
for a dedication ceremony on summer solstice.   

In 1987, in time for the summer solstice, the team headed to Nebraska from all 
parts of the country driving and towing old cars for the project. 

Jimʼs father died in 1982. At the reception following the funeral, Jim, his brother, 
sister, and other relatives realized how much they enjoyed being together. They 
decided to do something together again five years later.  

After high school, Jim joined in the Navy, attended the University of Nebraska, and 
ended up working for an oilfield services company, first in America and then at 
several overseas locations. His last posting before retiring was London. “The best 
city in the world, the best assignment I had,” Jim says. He was there from 1975 to 
1981.   

"I thought it would be short-lived, that it would probably turn into rust," Jim said. 
"Instead, it became popular — 100,000 visitors a year — thanks to a group of local 
citizens, Friends of Carhenge, who saw its potential." They arranged for Jim's 
donation of it to the City of Alliance. It's operated by the city's Parks and 
Recreation Department.  

Jim brought up his idea, by then an obsession, for Carhenge as something they 
could do then. It could be a memorial to their father as well as a fun thing to do as 
a team. They agreed.  

Turning the ordinariness of cars into something extraordinary was exemplified 
when thousands chose to be at Carhenge to watch the 2017 eclipse of the sun. 
Carhenge was directly in the Path of Total Darkness (see page 30). 

 

“I'm pleased it turned out so well,” Jim said. “It's taken on a life of its own. It's been 
very interesting to watch for the past 34 years. I'm planing to be with it forever. My 
end-of-life instructions are for my ashes to be placed in the cars' ashtrays.”

Stonehenge Carhenge
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Nat'l Yo-Yo Day (USA)

Nat'l Marbles Tournament
—Wildwoods, New Jersey

Last use of pillory in 
UK (1830)

Donald Duck 83rd birth 
anniversary

Int'l Coleman Collectors 
Club—Austin, Texas

Nat'l Doughnut 
(Donut) Day (USA)

Platinum Jubilee 
bank holiday (UK)

Barbed Wire Show of a 
Lifetime —Pueblo, Colorado

Int'l Clothesline Week

London Open Garden 
Squares Weekend

Winchester Ukulele Festival

Duct Tape Festival—
Avon, Ohio

Fatherʼs Day 

World Sauntering Day

Carhenge construction crew Spring Bank Holiday (UK)

Summer Solstice

World Championship 
Rotary Tiller Races—
Emerson, Arkansas
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AIRSICKNESS BAGS
Steve Silberberg  Hull, Massachusetts

 Airlines that stopped printing artwork on their bags used plain white bags 
at first. The bags were disappearing fast. Passengers were using them for 
notetaking. A switch was made to dark colors.

 When the jet age arrived in the late 1950s and planes could fly higher 
where there's less turbulence, airlines continued to have airsickness bag on 
board. More than a billion bags are sold every year. "It doesn't happen on every 
flight, but I wouldn't fly without them," says a 35-year flight attendant. "If 
there's no bag, it can be a real mess for the gagging passenger as well as 
passengers nearby."

 “Someday when my life winds down, I'd like to have a roadside attraction 
museum, perhaps where I live on Nantasket Beach in Massachusetts," Steve 
said. " I would enjoy entertaining visitors and, when no visitors, would be able, 
thanks to the internet, continue The Hunt for bags on my bucket list.

 Art on bags falls into categories like airplanes, airline logos, cartoonish 
people, clouds, and flowers. Crossword puzzles and gin rummy scorecards 
have been on bags. They've been used as doggie bags. A New Zealand airline 
bag carried an airsickness medication ad. 

It began for Steve in 1981 at the end of a United flight from Boston to San 
Francisco. As he was rummaging through the seatback pocket to make 
sure he hadn't left anything, he noticed an airsickness bag. He thought, 
“I'll bet nobody else collects these." 
 "I thought it would be interesting to collect something no one else 
collects," Steve said. "I was wrong. I now have a list of 265 collectors on my 
website airsicknessbags.com. The website also has scans of 3,161 bags I've 
collected so far. I'm still amazed at the number of bags out there. Even NASA's 
space shuttles and Microsoft Flight Simulators have airsickness bags."
 Northwest Airlines was first to have air sickness bags, a bag developed in 
1949 by the inventor Shelly Schjeldahl, a paper bag lined with plastic for 
carrying food. Northwest repurposed them. Although Shelly went on to 
develop things like NASA's communications satellites, he regarded the 
airsickness bag as one of his major accomplishments.
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Independence Day (USA)

Royal Swan Upping 
on Thames

Nat'l Get Out of Doghouse 
Day (USA)

Ukulele Festival—
Lake Anne, Virginia

Antique Doorknob 
Collectors Convention—
Bloomington, Illinois

Nat'l Hot Dog Day (USA)

World Chocolate Day

World Snail Racing 
Championships—
Congham, Norfolk

World Yo-Yo Contest
—Japan

Skipton Sheep Day—
Skipton, North Yorkshire

Plum Festival—
Pershore, Wocestershire

Happy Birthday Sliced 
Bread—93 years old

Nat'l Ice Cream Day (USA)
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RUBBISH BINS OF HONG KONG
Louis Chung  Hong Kong

He started posting photos of bins on Instagram, @motley.hk, in 2020. There are 
now nearly 200 photos posted, 1,600 followers. 

"Although the rubbish bins are important, they are like the caretaker of the city, 
people pay little if any attention to them," Louis says. "As the city changes, we 
should cherish our memories of bins we once knew."

But to Louis, a student in design in Hong Kong, the beauty of the city lies in its 
rubbish bins. 

Louis is not sure how long his passion for bins will continue. "I might continue until 
I've photographed every bin in Hong Kong."

When Louis was a student at the Hong Kong Design Institute and it came time to 
choose a project for his diploma in advertising, rubbish bins were the obvious 
choice.  

"Some bins are shaped like animals or unique shapes. No one know the meaning, if 
any, of this. Maybe it's just to bring a little fun to the city."

“The photographing can be embarrassing at times. Like when someone arrives 
with trash to toss into the bin. Or I'm photographing from the middle of a road and 
cars are trying to get by. But I feel I must do this. I want to record today's bins. 
Once they are gone, I'd like to be able to remember them when I get older."

Hong Kong has about 42,000 rubbish bins, an average of one bin for every 168 
people. Ming Pao, a Chinese language newspaper, reported that the density of 
trash cans to people in Hong Kong is much higher than in Seoul and Taipei, a ratio 
of trash cans to population that is 13 times that of Seoul and 5 times that of Taipei.

Now he is a student at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University and studying in 
Advertising Design. His final year project is called the Dustbin Squad: ten trash 
cans, each with its own strengths, designed to eliminate Hong Kong's garbage.

"I became aware of Hong Kong's rubbish bins at an early age. "My mother 
pretended rubbish bins could talk. She would say to me, 'Louis, that bin is saying 
hello to you.' I was seven when I began noticing the bins were changing. The ones 
that had been purple, had changed to orange. Some had been replaced with 
frames holding plastic bags."

Hong Kong is one of the most photographed cities in the world: views from the 
harbor of soaring skyscrapers, views from The Peak of the harbor, and of course 
the pink flamingos in Kowloon Park. 

Louis beginning to pay 
attention to rubbish bins

aerial view'
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Scarecrow Festival—
Kettlewell, North Yorkshire

World Wide Web 
Anniversary—creation of
 WWW suggested in 
August 1990 by Tim 
Bernerʼs Lee

Late Summer 
Bank Holiday (UK)

St Bartholomew's Bun 
Race—Sandwich,Kent

Bristol Int'l Balloon Fiesta
—Bristol

Great Dorset Steam Fair
—Blandford, Dorset

Potato Peeling Contest
—Barnesville, Minnesota

Women's Equality Day

Clark Potato Days—
Clark, South Dakota

Potatoes 'N Such: 
Dayton Potato Festival
– Dayton Ohio

Cotati Accordion Festival
—Cotati, California

Kool-Aid Days—Hastings, 
Nebraska

Ferret Buckeye Bash—
Columbus, Ohio

Sandwich Festival—
Sandwich, Kent

World Bog Snorkelling 
Championship—Llanwrtyd 
Wells, Wales
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ART IN BOTTLES
Keith Brown   Covina, California
"Being able to escape to my workbench becomes a mini vacation," Keith said. "I'm able to get 
away from the world's woes and do something I truly enjoy. I return with a new perspective."

You probably have seen ships in bottles. Keith goes further. He has created over 100 unique 
pieces of art in bottles, not only ships but many other things. 

"The first time I saw a ship in a bottle was when I was seven," Keith said. "My grandmother 
had one. I enjoyed seeing it every time I visited her. It always amazed me." Several years later 
he leaned how to construct one.

After that, he lost interest for years. Although he dabbled at art in numerous ways, he was 
mostly busy with his work in the telecommunications industry and raising a family.

Fourteen years ago, after decades of abstinence, he hit the bottle again. It soon turned out 
that ships were no longer a challenge. He began to apply his skill to other objects: cars, 
motorcycles, helicopters, carousels, animals, people, buildings, and more. 

For Barbara Hartsfield's Collectable & Antique Chair Gallery (on page 26), he engraved her 
name on two chair backs and used them for chairs he assembled inside a pair of salt and 
pepper shakers.

"Keith is uniquely creative," Johnnie Meier said after Keith visited Johnnie's Classical Gas 
Museum in New Mexico. "Some people aspire to think outside the box. For Keith, it's inside 
the bottle." 

"When I'm at art exhibits, I notice visitors look at paintings for about 30 seconds. When they 
get to my table, they spend 20 minutes. They are not as interested in what's in the bottle as 
they are about how did I do it." "The secret is to first make or obtain pieces of the object 
small enough to fit through the neck of the bottle; then assemble the pieces in the bottle." 

For Keith, the techniques have largely been self-taught. "Most of the tools are ones I've 
developed myself. The one I used most is simple stretch of wire with a needle soldered to it." 

Many of tools are like what you see in the dental chair and see tools lined up on the tray in 
front of you. Working in a bottle is much like working in a mouth. Except the bottle doesn't 
say "ouch." 

"Watch out for tricksters," are Keith's parting words. "The most common trick is a bottle that 
comes apart."

After the visit, Keith sent Johnnie a bottle with a model of the historic gas station that's at 
the front of Johnnie's museum.
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Labor Day (USA)

Minature Golf Day

Telegraph Pole 
Appreciation Day

Oatmeal Festival—
Bertram, Texas

World Gurning 
Championships—
Egremont, Cumbria

National Punctuation Day

World Black Pudding 
Throwing Championships
—Ramsbottom, Lancashire

World Stone Skimming 
Championships—
Easdale Island, Argyll
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EIBROT
Manfred Heinze  Osnabrück, Germany

"At college, the EiBrot became my stable breakfast and comfort food. It was a 
reliable slice of happiness during stressful times. This continued into my career as 
a visual artist."

A downtime for his EiBrote came at boarding school in Switzerland. The school did 
not have eggs at breakfast. "I eagerly waited for holidays to arrive," Manfred said. 
"I would go home and enjoy EiBrot."

In 2008, at an EiBrote breakfast one morning, his daughter Lynn asked, "Dad, why 
don't you make art with your Eibrote?" From that point on, he photographed every 
EiBrot he ate (https://www.instagram.com/eibrot/). He began posting them on 
Instagram in June 2018. Over 1,000 are posed there now. 

After that first one, he continued with his family in eating them on weekends. When 
he started school, he persuaded his mother to let have one not only on weekends 
but also on Wednesdays. "She would not let me eat more," Manfred said. "She 
believed eating more eggs would not be a healthy thing to do."

[EiBrot means egg bread in English. The plural is EiBrote.]

Manfred ate his first EiBrot in 1960. "I was a tad over one year old when my mother 
placed an Eibrot in front of me," Manfred said. "It was nothing more than a slice of 
white bread, a bit of butter spread over it, and a soft-boiled egg on top. It was cut 
into small rectangles. I was able to eat it on my own with my little fork as well as 
just with my little hands." Since then, he has eaten over 9,000 EiBrote.

“I'm hoping someday eibrot will enter the English language," Manfred said. "It 
belongs there alongside sauerkraut, schnitzel, kindergarten, angst, and zeitgeist."
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31

Columbus Day (USA)

Indigenous Peoplesʼ Day
(USA)

Thanksgiving (Canada)

World Egg Day

Nat'l Hedge Laying 
Championships (UK)—
Rotherfield Park Estate, 
Alton, Hampshire

Kentucky Apple Festival
—Paintsville, Kentucky

Woolly Worm Festival—
Banner Elk, North Carolina

Dulles Plane Pull—
Dulles Airport, Virginia

Apple Day (UK)

World Pea Throwing 
Championships—
Lewes, Sussex

World Conkers 
Championships

Int'l Pickle Festival—
Rosendale, New York
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YARNBOMBER, topping 
postboxes
Rachel Williamson  Rhyl, North Wales

Rachel, retired police officer now a yarn bomber, has crocheted over 100 'toppers' 
for postboxes. 'I find it fascinating. I usually do a topper a day', Rachel says.
'She's the most prolific postbox topper maker there is', says Belinda Goldsmith, 
author of Lockdown Letterboxes: A very British yarn about the rise of postbox 
graffiti knitters during COVID. 
Rachael had been knitting for over 50 years. While a police officer, knitting when 
she got home turned her mind away from unpleasant things she'd been dealing 
with. 
When COVID arrived, she started crocheting, which she had not done before. She 
crocheted a postbox topper. She was surprised when she finished, 'Wow, I did 
that?'.  
'Then I was with my twin sister Ruth picking up prescriptions at the chemists. A 
long queue all socially distanced, all looking sad. There was a postbox nearby. I 
decided to put the topper I'd crocheted on the postbox to see if it would cheer 
people up. It did'.  
'A week later I put another one at the post office. The postmaster said people 
started talking about the topper instead of COVID'. 
At first Rachael was secretive. She and Ruth would go out on their bikes early in 
the morning or late at night to install the toppers. Then the Rhyl Journal put out a 
plea for the secret yarn bomber to come forward. Rachel answered the plea. 
'People's reactions blew me away. They were talking about it a lot. They'd walk 
around town to see how many toppers they could spot. Parents were taking photos 
of their kids standing alongside the postboxes'. 
'Residents of Rhyl are very supportive. My living room is full of wool that's been 
donated, and there's much more waiting to be unpacked'.  
'I can't believe how my retirement is turning out. It's certainly not boring like I 
feared it might be. There's always more to do. A postbox without a topper looks 
naked to me now.' 
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Clean Out Your Fridge Day

Fill Your Staplers Day 
in USA and Canada

Notary Public Day (USA)

Luke Howard birthday—
created names for clouds

Nat'l Men Make Dinner 
Day (USA)

Homemade Bread Day

Thanksgiving (USA)

Mickey Mouse's 
94th birthday

Daylight saving time ends 
in USA and Canada

Check Your Batteries Day 
in USA and Canada
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COLLECTIBLE 
& ANTIQUE 
CHAIR GALLERY

Stone Mountain, Georgia Barbara Harts�eld  

2009: she bought a renovated historic house constructed in 1850 in Stone 
Mountain Village.  The village is listed in the National Register of Historic Places. 
She converted the house into a Miniature Chair Museum. Three rooms provide 
multiple exhibits with colorful background themes for the chairs. More information 
is available on museumofminiaturechairs.com

Barbara is the “Chair Lady”— a title earned from her enthusiasm for finding and 
curating miniature chairs (not doll furniture). She has been doing this for over 30 
years while working as a psychiatric nurse in an Atlanta hospital.
Her passion for miniature chairs, an unplanned journey, began in 1990 when 
starting to write an article about pregnant mothers with mental illness and their 
young children. To set the mood for this writing, she wanted a baby doll sitting in a 
small chair next to her writing table. She was amazed at the large selection of 
unique miniature chairs.
After the article was published, she started shopping for miniature chairs as a 
hobby. She said, “my focus has been to find three types of chairs: unusual chairs 
like chairs made from toothpicks, clothespins, and horseshoes; functional chairs 
designed as teapots, cookie jars, lamps, etc.; and chairs for major holidays. Her 
Christmas Tree of Chairs is shown on page 31. 
2008: a Guinness World Record was awarded when she reached 3,000 chairs.  
“After that, I stopped counting,” Barbara said. “One award is enough.”

2020: she published a pictorial book for preschoolers, My ABC “Chair” Book.  
Barbara said, “I enjoy doing things like this to reach out beyond the museum.” The 
book has two different chair designs for each letter of the alphabet. For example, a 
clock chair for "C," an inkwell and pen for “I,” and a king's crown and scepter chair 
for “K.”
“It's been exciting to meet artists who designed chairs for the museum — Karen 
Woods made the toothpick chair, Otis Brundage made several different clothespin 
chairs, and Keith Brown (on page 20) engraved my name on two chair backs and 
used them for chairs he assembled inside a pair of salt and pepper shakers."

Toothpicks Clothespins Horseshoes

Salt Shaker Halloween My ABC “Chair” Book
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Nat'l Whiners Day (USA)

Boxing Day 
(UK bank holiday)

Chester Greenwood Day—
invented ear muffs

Anniversary of first 
traffic light in UK

Nat'l Underdog 
Day (USA)

Great Christmas Pudding 
Race—Covent Garden, 
London

New Year's Eve—stay 
home to practice writing 
"2023"

Boring Christmas Tree 
Lighting—Boring, Oregon

Christmas Day
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WATCHING PAINT DRY, it’s fascinating
Matt Risbridger Wrexham, Wales

He works at AquaTec, a bespoke paint manufacturer in Wales. It specialises in water-based paint.  
Unlike oil-based paint, water-based paint dries faster, is eco-friendly and friendly to the painters.

The samples are tested. 'I apply the paint on a surface similar to the one the customer will be using, 
then watch how it dries, how hard the paint is once it's dried, and the drying time. My stopwatch is my 
most important tool.ʼ

Matt considers himself a lucky man. His first job after leaving college is one he really enjoys. 'For the 
past four years, I've been watching paint dry, and I get paid for it'.

Matt develops paint that meets customers' requirements for colour; finish; application; and drying  
time: 

Ÿ  He formulates the paint, usually making five or six samples with varying materials.
Ÿ  He advises on how to apply it: brush, roller, or spray.
Ÿ  And advises on how to dry it: fans, infrared heaters, ovens, wind tunnels, or simply air drying.

To check the paint hardness, he completes a scratch test as the paint might seem dry but may still be 
soft under the surface.

'It's not boring. I'm not just sitting there. It's fun to watch how it's drying. I look for defects like cracks 
and ripples. If the paint is too thick, the texture that emerges is like an orange peel, dimpled or 
puckered. I adjust a sample if it's not drying properly. I generally test each job 10 to 15 times'.

'It's satisfying to see glossy jobs turn out smooth and that the texture is still there for textured jobs.'

Meeting the drying times required by customers can be challenging. Drying times vary depending on 
the type of paint and application method. Some paints are quick, whilst others take longer.

Matt was busy throughout the pandemic. AquaTec's specialist paints were needed for the new modular 
units for COVID-19 testing, vaccination centres, and extra office space to comply with social 
distancing measures. 

Drying time is especially key for the refurbishment of London Underground Stations and other public 
areas that can only be closed for short periods of time.

'My friends and family are happy for me in my job. They see it as sticking to what I know and like. It's 
about finding things out and problem solving. There's a lot more to it than just watching paint dry'.
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Nat'l Drinking Straw Day 
(USA)—date drinking straw 
patented

Plough Monday (UK)—day 
farming resumes after 
Christmas

Clean Off Your Desk Day

Nat'l Nothing Day (USA)

Nat'l Handwriting Day
 (USA)—John Hancock 
birthday

Nat'l Trivia Day (USA)

Nat'l Spaghetti Day (USA)

Burns Night—celebrate 
with haggis

Tin Can Day—date tin 
can patented Squirrel Appreciation Day

New Yearʼs Day 

Bank Holiday (UK)
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"After basking in the glory for a while, I'd fess up and tell them 
when building Carhenge in 1987, an eclipse 30 years down the 
road was the furthest thing from my mind."  

Carhenge was in the Path of Total Darkness for the eclipse of 
2017. Thousands came to watch. Jim Reinders was there to 
greet them. "They were congratulating me for how I positioned 
Carhenge, "Jim said. "I was surprised at first, but decided to 
have a little fun. I thanked them and added it was wonderful to 
see how accurate our calculations were."

Nebraska's stretch of the path was longer than any other 
state's. As the moon moved in front of the sun, cheers and 
applause arose from the viewers. The sun was blocked for two 
minutes and twenty-eight seconds.

Carhenge in 2017 Eclipse's Path of Total 
Darkness — planned or coincidental?
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Bill and Michelle Lewis from Saskatoon drove 825 miles 

to Carhenge to watch the eclipse
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Nebraskaʼs Governor Pete 
Richards chatting with Jim



Happy Holidays

Tree with over 100 miniature chairs — 
Barbara Hartsfield (December)

Snowman Gothic, Interfaith Gothic, 
Ugly Christmas Sweater Gothic — 
Wanda Corn (February)

Panini Stickers — 
Gianni Bellini (March)

Cycling Jerseys — 
Ton Merckx (May)

Airsickness Bags — 
Steve Silberberg (July)

Rubbish Bin — 
Louis Chung (September)

Christmas EiBrot — 
Manfred Heinze (October)

Postbox Toppers — 
Rachael Williamson
(November)

Tree in Terry Pratchett-
themed dollhouse — 
Shevaun Fergus, London 
(alum from 2021 calendar)

Carpark — 
Kevin Beresford, 

Birmingham 
(Anorak of the Year 2018)
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 Tiger Hood gol�ng in Manhattan

 Carhenge

 Yarnbomber topping postboxes

 American Gothicana

 Airsickness Bag Curator, 3,000 bags

 Miniature Chair Museum

 Football Stickers, 2.5 million of them

 Rubbish Bins of Hong Kong

 Watching Paint Dry

 Humorous Road Signs

 Art in Bottles

 Cycling Jerseys, 2,300 of them

 EiBrot
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